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WE ARE DELIVERING VITAL PPE TO EVERY GP SURGERY, 

THIS WEEK

Working with Scottish Government, to ensure that every GP surgery in Scotland has access 

to PPE, we’ve added delivery drivers, increased delivery hours, and brought on board new 

partners to help further scale up delivery capacity so that National Procurement can help 

deliver over 4.5million items of PPE to GP surgeries across Scotland – from today.

Thanks to the fast-paced coordination work of all involved across health and social care, 

deliveries will be leaving our National Distribution Centre asap and delivered direct to 

surgeries. Completion of this is expected by the end of this, and it will ensure that for now, all 

GP surgeries across Scotland will have good supply of PPE stock (in addition to any stocks 

some practices may already have).

Total quantities of each item of PPE are detailed in the graphic below. We ask that all 

surgeries ensure that they are ready to receive delivery this week. It is expected that 

mainland GP surgeries will receive stock by Wednesday with all island based 

practices, by Friday.  Please note that larger surgeries may need to prepare for receipt 

of two different deliveries.

PPE deliveries to health boards and social care also continues at pace with many more 

millions of items also continuing to go out this week. 

Supply updates in brief:

Headlines:

• 7 million (150 pallets) of type IIR masks 

(are due to arrive in Scotland later via a 

special chartered plane from the 

supplier, ensuring quick delivery. Upon 

landing, these will be taken immediately 

to NDC for onward distribution as part of 

ongoing PPE requirements.

• Over the weekend we have agreed 

the provisions of 7million further 

FFP3 masks from a UK based 

distributor. Details on date for supply 

and delivery are now being worked 

through as priority

• National Procurement is 

continually working with suppliers to 

manage ongoing changing delivery 

schedules, ensuring the expected 

delivery of critical items remains on 

track.

Latest Stock Information: National Procurement C-19 mailbox: NSS.covid19resilience@nhs.net

0800 – 1800 hrs 

NDC Customer Services:

NSS.npcustservs@nhs.net

T: 01698 794 426   l  0800 – 1800 hrs

National Procurement continues to urgently develop flexible solutions in light of the 

unprecedented supply chain challenges and global demand.

These are made possible by the support of our supply partners. Thank you

This week, we’re going even further to support the push out of PPE:

Notes:

*Respirators refer to 

those that were 

recently expired 

stock which has 

since been re-tested 

and cleared for safe 

use.

Please note: We have marked a RAG status for Acute and Primary care to 

indicate particular pinch points’ in these areas. These are based upon current 

guidance on the application of PPE for c-19.

For social care, a RAG status will be applied in due course as we currently 

work through things.

Green - Good knowledge of 

demand, stocks and no 

current restriction on global 

supply routes

Amber - Variable knowledge 

of demand, reduced stock 

levels and supply routes

Red – Unpredictable 

consumption, reduced 

stocks and supply route 

disruption
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